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Roman philosopher Seneca once 
said, “Luck is what happens when 
preparation meets opportunity.” It 
won’t help you win the lottery, but 
this notion can do wonders for your insurance agency. Consider the tale of “Walter 
Krop.” 
 

Krop, the insured on a homeowners policy, sought coverage from his carrier for a tort 
claim against his son. When the carrier denied coverage and filed a declaratory 
judgment action seeking a determination that it owed no coverage, Krop counterclaimed 
and filed a third-party claim against his agent, arguing that the agent had negligently 
sold him a deficient policy.  

The trial court granted the agency’s motion to dismiss on the grounds that the suit was 
filed outside the statute of limitations—more than two years after the policy was issued. 
The Court of Appeals, on the other hand, agreed with Krop, holding that the action was 
timely because such a claim does not accrue until the insurer refuses to provide 
coverage. 

The matter was then appealed to the Illinois Supreme Court. That’s where things got 
interesting. 

Several years earlier, the Independent Insurance Agents of Illinois (IIAI) had 
advocated successfully for tort reform legislation for producers, which included the two-
year statute of limitations at issue in the Krop decision. Because it tracked such cases, 
the IIAI got involved, hiring counsel and filing an amicus brief before the court.  

Ultimately, the Illinois Supreme Court re-versed the Court of Appeals decision, siding 
with the carrier and agency, arguing, “when customers have the opportunity to read 
their insurance policy and can reasonably be expected to understand its terms, the 
cause of action for negligent failure to procure insurance accrues as soon as the 
customers receive the policy.” 

Was the IIAI brief decisive in the outcome? Impossible to say. But this is a clear case 
where preparation met opportunity. The IIAI kept watch and, when it saw an opportunity, 
got off the sidelines and pushed for the right result. 

And the Illinois decision is not an outlier. A few months earlier, the Ohio Supreme 
Court issued a similar decision, again reversing a Court of Appeals decision and 
reinstating a dismissal by the trial court. 

“The delayed-damage rule does not apply to a cause of action alleging negligent 
procurement of a professional liability insurance policy or negligent misrepresentation of 
the terms of the policy when the policy at issue contains a provision specifically 
excluding the type of claim that the insured alleges it believed was covered by the 



policy,” the court determined. “The cause of action in such a case accrues on the date 
the policy is issued.” 

Time to pop the champagne in Illinois and Ohio? Not quite yet. To learn more, head to 
IAmagazine.com/current issue this month.  
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